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Men's Basketball Defeats Tufts, Bates, Salve Regina, and Wheaton
Team Continues IS-Game Winning Streak
By MATI SKEADAS
#2 in the Nation
associate sports editor
Unbelievable. Fantastic. Phe-
nomenal. All words used to describe
the Men's Basketball team this sea-
son, yet none of them seem to do the
team justice. After rolling over three
straight opponents by 30, 35. and 27
points last week, and coming back to
defeat the number ten team in New
England by J7, the team has come
one step away from being the high-
est ranked team in the land, gaining
the number two spot nationwide on
Thursday. The Camels, who have
been ranked first in New England
four weeks funning, have been on
fire, extending their school record
winning streak to eighteen games,
and getting solid contributions all
down the bench.
While no game out of the first
three proved to be a challenge, Tufts
University is generally thought to be
a highly competitive athletic pro-
gram, always producing impressive
teams capable of playing with the best
of the NESCAC. No contest. Using
great point guard play from sopho-
more Aaron Taylor and freshman
Mizan Ayers combined with the usual
pin-point three point accuracy from
co-captain Dwayne Stallings, the
Camels ran Tufts out of the building,
winning 81-51. Ayers and Taylor
were constantly pushing the ball up
court, thanks to quick outlet passes
off the defensive glass, and were able
to catch the Jumbos off guard on sev-
eral opportunities, whether it be with
penetration, a Stallings three, or a
quick look inside to one of the Camel
big men. A case of sticky fingers was
going around as weJJ, as the quick
guards couldn "t help but take the ball
from the unsuspecting Tufts
backcourt. One such theft resulted
in a rim-rattling. jaw-dropping alley-
oop dunk from Taylor to sophomore
Tope Adekanbi, which absolutely
brought the house down and signi-
fied the completion of the Jumbos
collapse. The transition game was the
key, and when the Camels start to run,
there aren't many teams who can
keep up with them.
On Saturday Connecticut hosted
Bates, and treated them to an after-
noon hoops clinic, riding a thirty
point halftime lead to an eventual 98-
63 victory. The Camels could do no
wrong on offense, once again using
the transition game to stockpile
points, and once again being led by
senior sniper Stallings, who finished
with twenty four points for the sec-
ond consecutive game. The Bobcats
were never in this one, with their
guards unable to keep up with the
Two Students Implicated in
Anonymous Anti-Semitic,
Threatening E-mail
Ferrari, Goodwin, condemn actions,
stress policy of zero tolerance
By BRIAN BIELUCH AND bave been a forgery, Schaeffer ex-
ROB KNAKE plained, "Technically, when we first
_"':"::::"::::"'::::'::~~",.=7.::-::=.:<:= started looking at It, It could have
editor In .cnie! and been a forged e-mail." However,
managing editor Schaeffer "went back and checked
Two Conn students were irnpli- the [incoming campus] mail log" to
cated this week in sending an anony- confirm th~t the message did arrive.
mous e-mail to another student con- The Vmce was able to confirm that
taining racial and homophobic epi- a c<;>mputeraddress encoded in the e-
thets anti-Semitic statements, and mail matched the address of a com-
threats of physical violence. p~ter us~d by Bill Bass 'OJ to read
Junior Joshua Friedlander re- his e-mail on Oak, the campus e-mail
ceived the message late Sunday night. server;
"You're an embarrassment to the Friedlander was sent a voice mail
Semitic Race," read the letter, "and message Tuesday night, allegedly by
that's a real accomplishment." The Bass, apologizing for the e-mail.
letter went on to threaten Friedlander, "I'm an idiot who sent you that e-
"Your [sic] a pimple on the ass of mail. I'm calling to apologize for it.
progress, and it's time we squeezed, It was a juvenile, junior high, un-
and flush [sic] you and your pathetic thinking thing to do. It shouldn't
s*** down the toilet." have been done, but I'm sorry that it
Explains Dean of the College happened," explained Bass.
Arthur Ferrari, "There are statements In a voice mail message t Fried-
made in this e-mail that threaten lander, Goodwin indicated that she
bodily harm and are therefore espe- had "identified the people, the two
cially threatening to a community of people involved with leaving you the
reasonableness and rationality, to say message." Referring to her interview
nothing about being concerned of with Bass, she explained, "He doesn't
people's personal safety." even know you-the friend knows-
Ferrari continues, "The fact that and said they just said they didn't like
it also contains anti-Semitic, anti-gay you," In an interview with The Voice,
remarks, and maybe slightly milder, Goodwin again indicated that two
I'm not sure, anti-black abusive lao- students were involved in sending the
guage, it's just all the more offen- e-mail. Ferrari also indicated to The
sive." Voice that "two people worked on it
According to Friedlander, "I felt together .. , and from what I know
this was a genuine threat especially so far, one said one of them did more
since it was sent anonymously. Ifelt than the other."
pretty sure that this person had taken Speaking to The Voice. Bat;s
measures to ensure that they wouldn't called the e-mail a "stupid stunt.
be found, just for the pwpose of scar- that's it." When asked if he were
ing me. That was kind of frighten- solely responsible for the e-mail, Bass
~ ing and the intensity of the emotion replied that he was "not saying," in-
Q::; in the letter and the anti-Semitism .. dicating that "there is no reason for
-e . indicated to me that this person ~as more than one name to be dragged
~ not joking, [and] that tbey were try- through the mud."
-e ing to instill fear and trying to tell me A Prank or Hate Speech?
~ tbat something was going to happen When asked to comment on the
i;:; to me." anti-Semitic nature of the e-mail,
~ Tracing the Source Bass replied, "I'm Jewish, so. "
= Campus Wide Information Sys- Friedlander found this all the
'" tems Coordinator John Schaeffer, at more offensive. "That this person is
the request of administrators, inves- Jewish just sickens me more," said
tigated the source of the anonymous Friedlander, "[They should know]
e-mail. what kind of emotional effect that
Explains Schaeffer, "Basically, I kind of language has upon somebody
... figured out ... where they were who is also Jewish and the kind of
coming from, and then we provided fear that that could instill."
the rest of the information to Kristine As to whether or not he believed
Goodwin and Jim Miner." . the e-mail was offensive, Bass ex-
"It's not rocket science," said plained that, "it [the language used]
Schaeffer. "[It was] nothing you SEE E.MAIL
couldn't have done on your own."
When asked if the e-mail could continued on page 6
Frank McCourt to Speak at Commencement
Pulitzer Prize- Winning Author of Angela's Ashes to Receive Honorary Degree
By KATIE STEPHENSON
news editor
As the 1998-1999 academic year
comes to a close, the Connecticut
College theme of adversity will fol-
low graduates as Frank McCourt
::; gives the Commencement Address on
>< May 29.
Ii: McCourt, the author of award
~ winningAngela's Ashes, will receive
~ an honorary degree from Conn at the~"'l"Ii-=~.ceremony. His book has received the
..... -. ~ Pulitzer Prize for Biography in 1997,
~ the 1996 Anne Rea Jewell Non-Fie-
~ tion Prize, and the Salon BookAward.
<3 The New York Times Book Review,
Time, and other national publications
also placed Angela's Ashes on their
Dr. Michael Gelobter Delivers Black
!Iistory Month Ke~~?W~~n~i~~i~~T~~themeOf "uni-
y NICOLE MANCEVICE . fied visions" continued throughout his presentation, as
staff writer he explained and discussed what he described as his "En-
Dr Mi h I G I bt s: under and former director vironmental Justice Mantra." This "mantra" covers three. c ae eo er,10 . ial ini . . ... d .of C I bi U· ity's Program on Environ areas: SOCI mjustice, econorruc mjustice, an environ-o urn ta mverst . bal.. .mental Poli School for InternatIOnal and Pu - ment mjustice. ,
lie Aff . cdY:'F th Hood to the Woods: En- The Environmental Movement suffers from social
airs, presente rom e Pit .. ti be f th " d . f divironm t I J. d th M vernent to Put eop e a mjus ice cause 0 e un errepresentation 0 lverse
the H en af USlIce an e ? on Thesday February 9, people and ideas." Dr. Gelobter called the large, non-profitin Olieartno ~nrlI~nm.entahsmtJy an assistant professor institutions for environmental protection, "exclusive
of th ~ ~ eo ter IS curre~ P blic Administration at clubs." Not only are there injustices within these organi-
Rut e ra ':late pepartment 0 u zations, but many poverty stricken communities suffer at
\trs ~~lverStty. d b the Center for Conserva- the hands of environmental groups and legislation. When
ti s.ta Was spons~re y I Studies Unity, and busmesses and comparues spend the extra money to make
Von ~lOlogy and E":vlIonment~ t Mo~th Program. themselves "environmentally friendly", Dr. Gelobter said
C~oJa as .part of tbelf Black HIS °g~f his speech, Dr. that jobs are cut at the blue-collar level. This idea leads
rnmentlOg on the co-sponsonn d· when a
Gelobter pointed out that it was a "goo sIgn. -SE:=E.=KE=YN:..:..:.O:..T::.:E::::.::AD::::.::D.=.RES==-S_--,:r-_--c_.-__ ,
t' d s hid . d . " He used this /Jart- - ITcan lIlue an page 3 c 00 !'FIdes to cross boun arte~. ake unified visIons .. continued on page 3
nershtp as an example that we can m
Dwayne Stallings '99 takes it to the hoop. The Camels are proving unstoppable in this, their best season ever.
Connecticut backcourt on the perim- by senior co-captain Zach Smith's 16 among his nine points.
eter. points. This moved Smith into fourth On Thursday nigbt the team faced
Monday's game was a joke, with place on the all-time scoriug list, with its biggest challenge of the year, go-
Salve Regina coming to Luce Field 1,229, moving past Tom Fleming ing up against Wheaton College,
House with seven players, stauding (1980-84). Junior Jason Ashur and owners of a 15-5 record and the num-
no chance of competing with Conn, sophomore Kareem Tatum were the ber ten ranking in New England.
But the Camels, like any successful other Camels in double figures, with The Camels came out flat, dropping
team, take every game seriously, and 12 and II, respectively. Adekanbi passes, missing shots, and losing men
gave the Seahawks a taste of the big once again brought the crowd to its SEE BASKETBALL
time, gaining a 90-63 victory. The feet with a tomahawk slam, and fresh-
scoring was extremely balanced, led man Vaidas Nutautas hit two threes continued on page 3
lists of top books for 1996.
McCourt, who was raised in the
slums of Limerick, Ireland, tells the
story of his childhood in the novel
named for the mother who raised him
and his brothers with no money and
little food. According to McCourt,
"When I look back on my childhood
1wonder how I managed to survive
it all. It was, of course, a miserable
childhood: the happy childbood is
hardly worth your while. Worse than
the ordinary miserable childhood is
the miserable Irish childhood, and
worse yet is the miserable Irish
Catholic childhood."
Mark Putnam, Vice President and
Secretary of the College, was bappy
about the chosen speaker and ex-
College Voice Managing Editors Tim Herrick and Rob Knake
Voice Staffers Interviewed for WTIC
Fox 61 Clinton Impeachment Story
Bv KATIE STEPHENSON
news editor
The ongoing impeachment trial of
President William Jefferson Clinton
has taken over American society like
nothing since the double n;lU,rdertrial
of OJ. Simpson. The trial s stones
have become a part of day-to-day life
as they take over classrooms, inter-
rupt soap operas, and provide late
night comics like Leno and
Letterman with continuously bad run-
ning jokes. .
At Connecticut College, the trial
and ongoing scandal of President
Clinton have become a part of class
discussions in Government, History,
Psychology and Sociology, and the
opinions of Conn students and fac-
ul!:yare being listened to by people
across the state.
On Friday, January 22, FOX
Channel 61 came to discuss the lat-
est developments of the trial with four
students from The College Voice:Rob
Knake, Tim Herrick, Brian Bieluch,
and Josh Friedlander, as well as Trish
Brink, Associate Director of College
Relations, and Professor of Govern-
ment Wayne Swanson,
Brink said that FOX 61 called
asking if there were students on cam-
pus keeping up with the trial. FOX
wanted to interview the students to
get their "impressions of the trial and
their feelings about an outcome."
Brink called several professors on
campus and found that the students
SEE FOX 61
plained that speakers are chosen
through a process that includes mem-
bers of the graduating class, a stand-
ing trustee committee on Honorary
Degrees, and the full Board of Trust-
ees. The process begins fall of jun-
ior year when the class comes up with
a list of speakers possible, next the
class narrows down the possibilities
by ballots to approximately 20 speak-
ers that they pass on to the Commit-
tee on Honorary Degrees. Working
within this committee each candidate
must be approved for a degree and
once the candidates are approved, the
full list goes to the Board of Trust-
ees.
Following this stage, there is no
standing committee to chose the
speaker, instead Trustees work to find
connections to the chosen speakers
and eventually a final speaker is
booked for Commencement. In the
case of Frank McCourt, there was a
connection with a former member of
the Board of Trustees, Henry Becton,
who helped to secure the speaker.
continued 011 page 3
College Web
Server Hacked
.s- BEN MUNSON
staff writer
Wednesday night, an anonymous
hacker was able to penetrate the
college's web server and delete part
of Information Services' web site.
The hacker was able to accom-
plish this by placing special software
on a student's machine. Unbe-
knownst to the student, the software
was used to collect information such
as passwords and login names from
the College's Ethernet network.
Systems Adminstrator John
Schaeffer was able to determine that
the offender hacked into computers
around the world 10 infiltrate the
server, including machines in Taiwan
Germany, and Thailand. The softwar~
used to gather the information was
found to be on a machine running the
Linux operating system; all students
with machines running this program
are asked to contact either Mr.
Schaeffer or Webmaster Matthew
Summers as soon as possible, to pre~
vent a recurrente of this event.
,.t E
"__.,__~._~...c_.~----
The College Voice
Editorialsl
College Must Look Closely at Hate Speech
Satellite TV, Single Rooms, TNE's and a rigorous aca-
demic environment are just a few of the things that Con-
necticut College students have come to expect. In light of
the recent threatening e-mail received by one of our stu-
dents, perhaps ignorance and prejudice should be added
to the list?
The disgusting and intolerable nature of the e-mail
message sent by two of our students to another should
serve as a wake-up call to the entire community. It is prob-
ably fair to say that this incident is unique, but the under-
lying causes may not be. This campus needs to take a hard
look at some of the language in that letter, and determine
whether it reveals a darker side of the Conn community.
How much goes on behind closed doors? Does a
pandora's box of social issues exist below the surface?
In the aftermath of this letter, we are hoping that the
campus response will not mimic the letter in its anger,
bluntness, and crudity. If any good is to come from this it
can only arrive in the forums of openness and reasonable
r
i
1
One of the most popular places at any school is the
college center. This is the place where many of our fine
students spend time doing what most college students do
- working, eating, gossiping, partying, and drinking.
Crozier- Williams is the place for all of these things
and more at Conn. But last Saturday, Cro was taken away
from the students as the outside community was given
priority over a student-scheduled function. Due to an over-
sight, the Office of Conferences and Scheduling chose to
boot a student event from the College Center because the
Eastern Connecticut Symphony Orchestra didn't want stu-
dents and me sy bathrooms taking away from the pres-
tige of their event.
Due to this, Larrabee, Park, and Plant were forced to
host their Underwater Crush Party in the 1973 room.
Where you ask is the 1973 room? It is the smaller dining
room off of the main dining hall in Harris. Originally, the
dorms booked the 1941 room to hold the party from I Ipm-
2am. Although, the room request was made within the
time period required by the scheduling policy, three days
before the event the crush party planners were informed
by Student Life that the patty could not be held in Cro.
The options were to change either the venue or the date of
• •
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the Editor arc due by 5:00 p.m. 011 the Wednesday preceding publication. The College Voice reserves the right to edit letters for clarity
and length. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may be withheld upon the author's request. TIle College Voice will
not publish lctterj, deemed to be a personal attack on an individual. The College Voice cannot guarantee the publication of any submission, Letters
should be double-spaced, no longer than 500 words, and must include a phone number for verification.
AmeriCorps*VISTA has
thousands of positions
available.
When you join AmeriCorps"VISTA,
you'll not only improve your
resume-you'll improve the
community you serve.
As an AmeriCorps"VISTA member.
you might help sum .a youth center,
establish a job ban k In a homeless
shelter, set up a lneracy project
or organize a domestic violence
program ... and the list goes on
In return, you'll gel a living and
reloaltion allowance, health care,
money for school, and the
satisfaction of helping others.
AmeriCorps at Connecticut College
Information Session
Wednesday, February 17th, 7:00 p.m.
CRO,Alice Johnson Room
8OO·942·26n 1617·565·7005
www.americorps.org
There's~
out there.
Explore it with Contiki-<J..i1.~p hdcts (i."'c:"f .,.c.I ....\(~
1\1\(4: P(r)p(<t
Last week's Sports
article, "Women's
Basketball Faces Busy
NESCAC," was writ-
ten by Jason Horwitz
not Jen Brennan.
debate which students, faculty and administrators have re-
peatedly stated to be Some of our fundamental ideals.
The college has an obligation to protect its students
and staff from such threats, but in the same manner, we
have a similar obligation not to impede the flow of infor-
mation and to maturely discuss any issues that should
threaten to throw the college into an arena of tension and
hatred.
Once the accused have been punished, and residual
emotions have settled, the College should look back on
this and use it as a learning experience, not merely as an
example of ignorance that was checked. As we race to-
wards Spring Break and Floralia, these recent social ills
are the last thing that anyone wants to think about, but by
giving them the necessary attention we can hopefully as-
sure ourselves that a negative trend has not be created,
and we can continue to espouse the virtues of our gated
community and practice what we preach.
Our Dismal
Dating Scene:
A Tribute to
Valentine's Day
To the Editor:
that perfect attendance does not a perfect student make.
If a student can sufficiently master course material with-
out attending class, and is willing to accept a fulJ letter
grade reduction, more power to him. Some professors
believe that by attending class students will have a better
understanding of the material. If this is true it wilJ be. re-
flected in tests and papers.
Excellent attendance doesn't necessarily equate with
proper preparation, greater interest, or a superior sense of
respect. The student with perfect attendance but mediocre
grades should not receive a higher grade than a more ac-
complished, less studious colJeague. Of course, it is more
likely than not that the average Conn student is still going
to attend class on a regular basis, and a slacker will prob-
abl y not do well.
. Professors have every right to expect students to make
a general habit of attending class, and students should ac-
knowledge the fundamental disrespect inherent in cutting,
but unncessesarily stringent policies overemphasize the
importance of attendance and signify a breakdown in the
student-teacher relationship.
All right, J think that the dating
scene on campus is absolutely piti-
ful. Yup, you can call me a bitter
guy without a Valentine-just like
many other students on campus. I
actually have enough guts to print
it in the newspaper. This is not an
issue of my ineffective pick-up
lines, but rather an issue of the way
our social scene works around here.
Sure, TNEs can be a fun time.
But when I think about the concept
of OUf weekend interactions here,
I'm forced to wonder if mere is
something to life other than "hook-
ing-up." The average Thursday
night involves going to a friend's
room and draining a few beers (or
other tasty beverages) as fast as
possible (let me just say that Ihave
no problem draining a few frosty
beverages). The whole idea is to
get really drunk by the time every-
body starts to stumble to the TNE.
Now why do we do it? I know that
a lot of people like to have a good
time - which is really understand-
able-but there is the whole issue
of looking for the infamous hook-
up. J think, and Imay be wrong,
that the whole thought process goes
something like this: if I get snot-
hanging drunk, maybe I'll get the
courage to dance with that girl that
I really like. If I dance with her,
maybe other things will happen and
just maybe we'll "hook-up." It
seems to me that this is pretty el-
ementary. Haven't we graduated
to wanting to do something else?
This is where my "get a date"
pitch comes in (of course, now that
I'm writing this, I'm assured not
to get a date for the rest of the year).
Why don't we all just go out there
for one week and ask somebody out
on a date? Yeah, it's not the easi-
est thing to do, but we could give
it a try. Why don't we have cam-
pus events that foster dating
rather than "hooking- up"?
I'm not the only one frustrated out
there. I've talked to a lot of people
who think the dating scene here is
abysmal. While they like to com-
plain about it (like I do), they didn't
want to write about it in The Voice.
Now that I've embarrassed myself,
how about we have fun with it?
the party.
We understand that slightly intoxicated, scantily-clad,
Conn students ar'e not the best impression to give to the
community, and it probably isn't the way that the colJege
would like to be perceived by the greater New London
area. Regardless, the fact remains that, our students pay
to go here and they enjoy having their events at the center
of the community.
It is entirely reasonable for the colJege to rent out space
to off-campus groups. However, it is entirely unreason-
able for student events 'planned months in advance to be
ousted from their venue at the last minute in order to ac-
commodate a non-college event. The college should have
found a solution to the scheduling conflict that did not
involve cramming more than 400 students in a room
equipped to hold only half of that number.
Our college welcomes New London into our small
community to share an event with us at any time. How-
ever, the students of the college should not be displaced
by an event unassociated with our school. Students plan
events that take significant amounts of work to be suc-
cessful and that work should not be compromised for the
convenience of off-campus groups.
Happy Vanlentine's Day,
Brent Never '99
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"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishmcnt of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press: or the right of the people
pencably to assemble or to petition the Government for the redress of grievances."
- The First Amendment to the United States Constitution
"Where the press is free. and every man able to read. all is safe."
- Thtmas Jefferson
"Long experience has taught us that it is dangerous in [he intcresl of truth 10 SUppress
opinions and ideas; it has further taught us that it is foolish to imagine that we can do so. It is far
easier to meet an evil in the open and defeat it in fair combat in people's minds, than 10 drive it
underground and have no hold on it or proper approach to it. Evil flourishes far more in the
shadows than in the light of day." '
P'''
at self-improvement. But the oppo-
site is true; our schools don't support
the myth in principle, despite their
protestations of being fair and liberal.
Think about the things that we go
through while in college. Modern
schooling demands that one jump
through several hoops completely
divorced from one's intelligence and
academic ability. J am speaking, of
course, of the SAT's, GRE's, LSAT's,
and other standardized tests. What do
these tests do? WeIJ, one can think of
grades as the benchmarks which al-
Iowa teacher to evaluate a student.
since they cannot constantly observe
every student. These tests are the
benchmarks which allow colleges,
umversiues, and other institutions to
rate students and potential applicants.
. The only problem with these tests
IS that they are hardly indicative of
the true ability of a student. Students
who test very well may be lackluster
students, and students who perform
superbly in written papers and class-
roorn SItuatIOnsmay be awful at tests.
Ho~ can any academic institution
possibly pretend that these tests are
accurate IIldLcators of ability? Some-
limes, they dont even follow these
tests to their best advantage' one
Conn professor related a tale of where
her college advisor said that, based
Onher SAT performance they didn't
expec! her to do well at ail at college.
lfth{ishtrue, Why did they let her in?
1l all of these obstacles in their
way, can today's stUdents "pUll them-
~~~vesl~Pby their bo?tstraps," as the
saymg went? Is It possible for 'Istudent fro (
. k .m a meager background torna e their wa th. I Y rough academia
WWltlhoutwealth or some form of help?It Such daunti ". .
path I ld h ng statistics 111 their
. ,Wou ave to say the outlook
IS not good.
Reevaluate Unnecessarily Strict Attendance Policies
The majority of Conn professors have grading poli-
cies that reflect a student's attendance. These policies,
when correctly used, provide the extra impetus to get stu-
dents out of bed. However, it is notable that a small but
fervent group of professors have attendance policies that
border on tyranny.
We applaud those faculty members who have estab-
lished policies that are a fair mix of leniency and tough
minded rolJ-calling. But for the rare breed of hard-core,
jingoistic attendance takers, we suggest a limit to the im-
pact that attendance has on the final grade.
Standards should be set restricting those professors who
have such insane policies as automatic failure for missing
more than one class. Granted, habitual absence is suffi-
cient reason for severely docking grades, but it is a rare
student who can make it through a semester without once
sleeping in or attending to another matter.
To this end, we need a policy to prevent professors
from reducing final grades by more than a fu1l1etter for
poor attendance.
This is not to say that students should be allowed to
flagrantly cut classes. But Professors should acknowledge
Campus Groups Must Have Priority in Cro
Is Equal Access to Education Still Possible?
ITHE POISON PEN
Between J 867 and 1899, Horatio
Alger sold over 20 million copies of
his 130 Boy's Life novels. These nov-
els were inspirational rags-to-riches
tales, intended to provide an inspira-
tion for a good work ethic, and to tell
people that if they worked hard
enough they would be able to Succeed
in life.
What does Horatio Alger have to
do with anything, you ask? His sto-
ries have a great impact On our soci-
ety today. The idea that someone
could move up in the world, through
social climbing, is intrinsically linked
to this Idea of self-betterment which
Alger promoted. Nowhere else do we
see that linkage between the worth
of a man and his success in life than
in the system of SUpposedhigher edu-
cation .
Say that a school finds three av-
erage students who come from afflu-
ent families, and one who is abso-
lutely brilliant from a poor family.
Current policy at many schools
would send the college to the three
affluent students, since they would
represent a better investment for less
money. For example, one student
would cost roughly $30.000 a year,
or $120,000 at the end of four years.
Conversely, giving $1O,OpOof finan-
cial aid to three affluent students Over
four years costs the college the same
amount, but allows them to make
$300,000 off oftheir tuition, for a net
profit of $180,000.
Rich, smart students can be quite
profitable, but does admitting them
really serve the college, and society
as a whole? Is it better for the col-
lege to bring three students in, Or 10
give a chance to one student who oth-
erwise would not have one? The
Alger myth would have us believe
....U kn that hard work would gwranlee that
~ n Own one brilliant yet poorstuaent a chance
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Housefellow Selection Process Underway
By JOE SINNon
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The month of February marks the
begInmng of house fellow selections
forthe 1999-2000 academic year. On
Thursday, February 4, applications
w~re to due in the Office of Student
Life. Saturday, February 6, was
Phase 1.of the interview process.
During the first stage of the pro-
cess, juniors applying for
housefellow positions met in
Blaustein from lOam to 5pm to get,
to know past and present
housefellows and begin training. In
addition to group exercises and role-
plays, each junior met with two in-
terviewers to discuss their creden-
tials, ideas, and general information.
Currently, there is a selection
committee of sixty people Among
the members are faculty, staff and
administration, alumni bousefellows,
and all current housefellows.
The selection committee looks for
particular qualities in each applicant
during the decision making process.
According to Kristine Cyr Goodwin,
Director of Residential Life, they
look for a diverse group of future
housefellows, each person possess-
ing unique experiences, ideas and
CAMPUS SAFETY TIP OF THE WEEK: DON'T PROP DOORSI
Failure to comply with request from College official
Criminal mischief at Freeman
Criminal mischief at Marshall
Noise complaint at Freeman
Criminal mischief to vehicle
Found bicycle in Blaustein
Larceny in Burdick
Alcohol incident in Branford
Vehicle on Harkness green
Criminal mischief at Wright
Contraband and alcohol incident in Park
Medical emergency in Park
Alcohol incident in Park
Alcohol incident in Freeman
Criminal mischief in Smith
Criminal trespass in J.A. and Harkness - arrest by NLPD
J-Board Announces Elections for New Rep
By KAREN GILLO
The Judiciary Board said "bon voyage" to junior
class representative Matt Iverson who is studying
abroad for the semester. An election will be held Feb-
ruary II and 12 to fill his position.
Amy Palmer, Director of Public Relations for
SGA, organized a speech night for candidates to out-
line their platforms on February 8. J-Board placed ads
in The Daily CONNtact to draw attention to the event
and the upcoming election.
The two juniors running for the position are Matt
Maher and Jay Eno; a third candidate had applied be-
fore learning that another activity was a conflict. How-
ever, the opportunity still exists for write-in candidates
at the polls. According to Eno, "I am running for J-
Board to do my part in the community and to help in-
terpret and uphold the Honor Code."
J-Board Chair Matt Cipriano does not believe that
the mid-year turnover will hinder the l-Board in any
way. "1 feel that the J-Board has been running really
well and the three candidates so far that are running
will fit just fine," he said, "[it] won't affect the running
of the J-Board."
Since the Honor Code is one of the most integral
institutions of Connecticut College and deals with both
sensitive and serious issues, Cipriano is concerned that
candidates should weigh the decision to run heavily
and consider "why they want to run, what the honor
code means to them?"
J-Board members are confident that the transition
will run smoothly. Iverson's departure has left a void,
but has also created a space for a new voice on the
board.
BASKETBALL continued from page 1
on defense. The perimeter defend-
ers all played very tight on their men,
and when the Wheaton guards were
allowed by, the floor was open for an
easy dish and score. Wheaton keyed
on transition defense, always sure not
to give up any fast break points. The
shooting woes continued, and Conn
found itself down by thirteen with
five minutes left in the first half. An
8-0 run including the Camels first
three pointer by Tatum brought the
Camels within four, and brought the
crowd from a non-factor to a benefi-
cial sixth man. The deficit was five
at the half, and the Camels seemed
rejuvenated leaving the floor.
The second half belonged to
Conn, as shots began to drop and the
staff writer
defensive intensity continued. A 12-
4 run early midway through the half
gave the Camels their first lead ofthe
game at 52-51. A Stallings three with
eight minutes remaining gave him the
school record for threes made in sea-
son with 57, passing Tom
Samponga's mark set in 1995. Tatum
led all scorers with 22 points, on eight
of twelve shooting from the floor"and
five of five at the line. Overall, the
Camels rose to the occasion, defeat-
ing a top team in a close game for the
first time at home. With all of the
remaining opponents possessing
strong records, the team will be
battle-tested going into the tourna-
ment.
The team has to be encouraged by
COMMENCEMENT
its continued intensity, especially at
the point guard position. With Ayers
and Taylor ready to distribute the ball
to Conn's many scorers, the Camels
are an offensive force to be reckoned
with. And even more impressive than
Adekanbi's crowd pleasing dunks has
been his improvement on the defen-
sive end, providing a much needed
inside presence and patrolling the end
of the Camels' press. With the top
team in the country, Rowan, losing
on Wednesday, the team has a chance
to take over the number one ranking.
The Camels have only four regular
season games left, with NESCAC ri-
vals Amherst, Williams, and Trinity
still on the slate, so be sure to get out.
and support the team.
continued from page 1
Putnam said that McCourt was
high on the list of possibilities be-
cause his work advances this year's
theme for the college. Putnam said
that the book Angela's Ashes and
McCourl's upcoming speech "is irn-
( portant to us particularly given the
theme of adversity this year." He
added that there is also a currentness
to his work due to the fact that
-(II Angela's Ashes is presently being
« made into a movie and McCourt's
,i:!,.. Fox61
I"
Il'l
qa
second book is being published.
What does this mean?
Lisa Brownell, Acting Director of
College Relations, echoed Putnam's
comment on adversity saying that
having McCourt speak was "a fitting
way to wrap up the year." She added
that "the book makes you think about
everything you have and reevaluate."
According to Source, "McCourt
endured poverty, near starvation, and
the casual cruelty of relatives and
neighbors, but he lived to tell his tale
with eloquence, exuberance, and for-
giveness."
His story will undoubtedly add to
this year's theme of adversity as he
shares his experiences with Conn's
graduating class of 1999. As
Brownell praised McCourt and the
choice to have him as this year's
speaker, she added, "Everyone feels
like they know him after they've read
the book."
continued from page 1
from The College Voice were willing
to talk to reporters. . .
During the discussion WIth a re-
io porter and cameraman from FOX, the
students were asked how they felt
oL about the trial, the outcome, and the
lo debates that have arisen over the is-
'I, sues brought to light by the trial.
In Friedlander, who felt that the
""IV trial has' become ridiculous. ex-
rI pressed a popular opi~io~ saying ~hat
the issues everyone lS discussing,
debating, and deliberating are s0!ID-
.1- nor when it comes to the larger im-
J... plications of the trial."
hr
,
.,j
According to Swanson, the trial
may go against the intentions of the
impeachment process, "Impeach-
ment was designed not so much to
punish an individual but more to pro-
tect the country from an individual
who is dangerous." Swanson and the
others in the discussion questioned
whether or not the president's sexual
escapades are equivalent to a danger-
ous issue.
Despite the attention by the
press and the importance of the im-
peachment process itself, the discus-
mental equality." Hazardous pollu-
tion, or exposure to hazardous waste
sites is disproportionately deposited
in low-income neighborhoods, and
not all people have the same access
to clean air, soils, and parks.
Dr. Gelobter compared how the
Environmental Justice Movement has
grown over the years to the manner
in which the Civil Rights Movement
succeeded in capturing the world's
attention. As opposed to being a "war
of position," which is fought with
weapons, both waged a "war of ma-
neuver." In this "war of maneuver"
the movement must use public com-
munication mediums, such as televi-
sion, to spread their ideas. This type
of "battle" is more difficult today,
because of the way in which large
corporate sponsors can control the
media \::ith money. Gelobter insists
sions have become a large part of day-
to-day life for most people, despite
the lack of interest by the majority of
students at Conn. "I have renewed
faith in the American people because
they didn't glom onto it the way the
media expected." Said Knake.
According to Herrick it is diffi-
cult to care anymore about the trial
and that the charges and the impeach-
ment should just be dropped. "It [the
trial] has gotten in the way of the gen-
eral progress of the country and it has
made a farce of the United States."
continued from page 1
that this "war of maneuver" must
continue, however, because "we live
in a linked world where what happens
to the people happens to the planet."
For those who would like to be-
come involved in the environment,
Gelabter explained that while jobs
working with the environment are
difficult to obtain, there are always
jobs available in environmental jus-
tice work. There may be an abun-
dance of jobs; however, there is not
an abundance of funding in the envi-
ronmentaljustice fteld. He suggested
that no matter what career one
chooses' to enter, that job can adopt
an "approach one can take in one's
life and one's work that deal with civil
justice." Dr. Gelobter insists that it is
important to "lift everyone up," for
"we all live in the same world, and
we sh~ld all have the same access."
personalities. The committee also
looks for indi viduals who will be
committed to the position and its ide-
als. Along with this dedication,
GOOdwin wants housefellows wbo
will interact well with the dorm and
the college community. "It's impor-
tant that students can relate to their
housefellow," says Goodwin.
Applicants are fully aware of the
many responsibilities built into the
position. They must demonstrate re-
sponsible behavior to all members of
the community, attend all meetings,
consult with students on a regular
basis, and assist in the formation of
imity to the dorm.
Intangibly, housefellows have the
opportunity to learn a great deal
through their responsibilities and
leadership position. They also learn
much more about the college com-
munity through being <I part of daily
decision processes.
Juniors applying for h usefellows
are notified March 12, the Friday be-
fore Spring Break. If accepted, the
student must sign his/her
Housefellow Contract indicating ac-
ceptance of the position. Future
house fellows return 10 campus Au-
gust 18, 1999 for position training,
house council. There are still, how-
ever, a myriad of other responsibili-
ties, including peer counseling and
advising, scbool policy enforcement,
and general maintenance concerns.
"Being a housefellow has both
. tangible and intangible benefits,"
says Goodwin. Tangibly, there is a
stipend on the room payment. This
money can be transferred to tuition
costs or simply to cash, depending
upon the wishes of the student. The
housefellow also lives in a two-room
suite. which includes a bathroom. In
addition, the housefellow has spe-
cialty parking located in close prox-
In cooperalion with
presents a
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Meet Robert DeMiro,
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Zephyros Wind Quintet Impressive in Evans
r--------------c----;;jBy EMILY EPSTEIN
staff writer
As part of the Connecticut Col-
lege "Mostly Music" series, the
Zephyros wind quintet performed
under the direction of Charles
Wadsworth in the Cummings Arts
Center last Sunday, Beforehand,
College President Claire L. Gaudiani
'66, Provost David K. Lewis, and
Trustee Nancy Newcomb bestowed
an honorary Degree on Mr.
Wadsworth. Then, an unscheduled
musical performance occurred when
the audience, at the urging of Presi-
dent Gaudiani, sang "Happy Birth-
day," in honor of Wadsworth's turn-
ing 70 years old this year.
The Zcphyros wind quintet fea-
tured Nadine Jeong-Bun Hur playing
flute, Douglas Quint playing the Bas-
soon, James Roe playing the Oboe,
Michael Aaron B lepko playing Clari-
net, and Patrick A. Pridemore play-
ing French Horn. Wadsworth accom-
panied the quintet on the piano, and
they performed six pieces of music
with a brief intermission.
Throughout the performance,
Wadsworth exhibited the easy wit and
amusing anecdotes which have made
him so popular in the world of mu-
sic. While some of the pieces that he
chose for Sunday's performance were
technically challenging, the musi-
cians did not disappoint the expecta-
tions that such a legacy generated.
l
By REBEKAH PAGE
staff writer
Our familiarity with the ex-
pression "lost in translation" may
be attributed to the assumption that
once anything is altered from its
original or natural state, a key ele-
ment is unavoidably lost. But
sometimes it is the alteration-the
seemingly unnatural decision-that
produces a truly unique result.
Such is the case with the ex-
traordinary collection of paintings
and block prints "Sleight of Hand,"
currently on display in Cummings
Arts Center. The exhibition is a
joint effort between the Connecti-
cut College Art Department, its
students, and the thirteen featured
artists from Connecticut, New
York, and the Netherlands.
The artists contributing to
"Sleight of Hand" are all painters;
for most, this marks a first venture.
into the block print medium. In
his essaydescribing the motivation
for the exhibition, printmaker Tim
McDowellcharacterizes each form
of art as a different language, thus
making each featured artist "a vi-
sual linguist, a translator."
McDowell explains that the artists
"managed or summoned an atti-
tude of creative flexibility," thus
extending their artistic ability and
enabling it to reach new heights.
This exhibition also shows,
however that the language of
painting i's pronounced ~it~ a dif-
ferent accent by each artist .s. !he
differences in the artists' pa1l1~lllgs
create even more complex differ-
ences in the prints.
The exhibition includes one
painting and one print by each art-
ist with a few of the actual wood
The performance started with
"Gavotte" for Piano and Winds, by
Ludwig Thuille. The piece incorpo-
rated all five members of the quintet,
and Wadsworth himself. It was a light
piece. with a brisk theme repeated
back and forth between the Oboe and
the Bassoon. Wadsworth informed
the audience that while Thuille was
a favorite of the composer Johann
Strauss, his works have rarely been
performed in the twentieth century.
Their second piece was a trio for
Piano, Oboe and Bassoon by Francis
Poulenc. Poulenc was reputed to be
a comic composer, and is a great fa-
vorite of Wadsworth, His enthusiasm
for the piece was infectious, and the
players clearly showed their enjoy-
ment of the music in the performance,
It was performed in three movements,
"Presto: Lent; Presto," "Andante:
Andante con mota," and "Rondo:
Tres vif."
The next piece was Samuel
Barber's "Summer Music," written
for a wind quintet, performed with-
out Wadsworth. It was a slow piece,
which appeared simple, but contained
quick sequences which were decep-
tively complex. While no flaw could
be found in the performance, the
piece itself seemed to drag out and
waste time.
After the intermission,
Wadsworth and Pridemore performed
another Poulenc piece, his "Elegie for
Horn and Piano." The piece was full
of dissonance, and was the first time
that Wadsworth featured it in one of
his performances. While it adequately
conveys grief for a lost friend, it can
be brought into question whether or
not such dissonance and mourning is
suited for a public performance,
The quintet retook the stage and
performed "Presto," by Guiseppe
Maria Carnbini. Gambini's wind
quintet pieces are believed to be the
first ever written for such a collec-
tion of instruments, but they did 110t
have the characteristic simplicity that
marks a first venture into a new field.
The piece was light and fast paced,
and well performed by the quintet.
The show was closed as
Wadsworth and the quintet performed
a final Poulenc piece, "Sextet for Pi-
ano and Winds." It was done in three
movements, "Allegro vivace: Tres
Vite et emporte," "Divertissement:
Andantino," and "Finale:
Presrissimo." This final piece was
perhaps the best in the entire perfor-
mance. The quintet members worked
with each other and Wadsworth ex-
ceptionally well, performing the
piece without difficulty. The Oboe
was particularly well played and
haunting; Mr. Roe was able to make
his instrument sound as if it were
coming from everywhere and no-
where at once. It is especially impor-
tant to note that Roe is a new addi-
tion to the quintet, filling in for the
previous oboe player who left for a
The Zephyroswtnd Quintet lvas one highlight in the College's "Mostly Music" series, which raf1 las! week.
job in Florida. performed, and the afternoon was used an excellentgroup ofmusicians together,
On thewhole, thequintet showcased to showcase their abilitiesas well as en- and thegroup itself should be applauded
awide varietyofpieceswhichwere tech- tertain the audience. Mr. Wadsworth for doing an excellent job of performing
nically very complex.They were all well shouldbe commended for bringing such complicated pieces.
Boston: SPRING BREAK '99. To Mazatlan from $599. To Cancun from $369.
7 Nights, 5 to 14 FREE meals 10 to 32 hours of FREE drinks. CALL FREE 1-800-244-4463. Visit our
web site www.collezerours.corn
Payback
Porter is lookinx to gel hock the
$70,000 that lI'as stolen from him.
He's 1101 a good gil)'. so the bad XII)'S
better watch 011/. This plodding film
doesn't make tII//(:h of what it has.
I III: 41 min.
With: Mel Gibson. Maria Bello.
Gregg Henry. David Pay mer, Kris
Kristofferson. James Coburn
Directed by: Brinn Helgeland
*****By JASON IHLE
By MAUREEN MIESMER
staff writer
"I swore 1would never do this,"
remembers Jim Taylor, the new di-
rector of the Opera Workshop Pro-
gram at Connecticut College, A
graduate of Birmingham-Southern
ColJege and Yale, Taylor was a the-
ater major out of high school. "I
wanted to do Shakespeare,"
And Shakespeare he has done,
among many other things. An ac-
complished baritone, Taylor has per-
formed in a variety of operatic roles
with companies ranging from the
Hawaii Opera Theater to the
Pensacola Opera in New Orleans. He
is the recipient of the 1997 Connecti-
cut Opera Theater's Amici Competi-
tion, and was recently chosen to par-
ticipate in IX Tchaikovsky Competi-
tion, among various other awards and
honors.
Taylor spent ten years teaching
private voice lessons at Yale and
Movie Times
2/12- 2/18
HOYTS WATERFORD 9
123 Cross Road, Wale/ford. 442-6800
Message in II BoUIe 12:40,3:30.6:30,9: 15
My Favorite Murtlan 12: 15,2:25.4:45.
7:25.9:45
BlilSI From the I'ast 1:45. 4:]U. 7: 15, 10:00
The Thin Red Line 3:40,7:40
I'aybllck 12:00. 12:30,2:20.3:00,4:40. ():40,
7:20.9: 10,9:55
Simpty lrreslstable 12: 10
She's All Thai 12:20,2:40.5:00,7:30.9:50
Varsity IUUl.·,~1:30,4:20.7:00,9:30
l'atchAdums 1:15.4:15.6:55.9:35
HOYTS GROTON 6
Cm/oll Shoppers Marl, Rte. 1.445-7469
* matinee Saturday - Tuesday only
Mt'ssngc in:l Dollie * I:00.3:50,6:45,9:30
My Favorite Mnrtiun * 12:50, *3:00. 5:00,
7:25.9:35
I'ayhllck *-1:20. 4:20. 7:05. 9:40
Sllving Privalc I~)an "'2:00. 3:45 (Friday
only), 4:00 (Wcdrrhur only), 7: 15
Stcl,mom 6:55, 9:25
I\lighty Jnc Young * I: 10, ]:40
You've Got l\Iail6:35. 9: 10
A Rug's Ufc *2:45. 4:50
The "rincc of RIO",t * 12:40
partner, Val, and his own wife who, incidentally,
pulled the trigger. Now he's recovered and he's
back, harassing everyone who might spiJI the beans
on his old partner.
Helgeland, who took home an Oscar and a
Razzie in the same year (for LA. Confidential and
The Postman, respectively) is slumming in this
confused attempt at a hip film. It plods along look-
ing for outrageous situations and then splattering
thcm with fits of brutal violence.
Porter slowly works his way up the chain of
command of the crime organization known as the
Outfit. After getting the name Stegman from his
wife's drug dealer, he takes his first step into a
world of pain, misery, violence and murder. The
Outfit is a mysterious organization, and the film
never lets on what it's all about.
Tbe whole film is bathed in a blue greenish
hue, either through the use of filters or by putting
the film through a wash. The idea is to give the
film a rea] seedy look. Although it takes some
getting used to, it's a good look and it ends up
'helping this retread of so many other crime films.
At least this one doesn't take itself too seri-
ously, even if Gibson' does, There are amusing
subplots involving two crooked cops who won't
get off Porter's back, and the Asian gang members
who believe Porter alone stole their money, There's
also a love interest: an ex-prostitute whom Porter
used to drive around and then had a one night stand
with. So the film becomes not only a quest to re-
cover $70,000 but to protect the woman at the same
time.
Through most of the film, we see the same sce-
nario repeated over and over as Porter threatens
one guy, then confronts another, Maybe there are
Florida State before coming to Con-
necticut College. The Opera Work-
shop Program currently involves
eight students. Says Taylor, "The pro-
gram gives young singers and actors
the opportunity to put their skills to-
gether on their feet..to cultivate and
communicate their craft to the audi-
ence."
Students work on elements of
singing and dramatic skills, such as
learning how to faint and throw
punches. The students have the re-
sponsibility of getting their own mu-
sic together and polishing it, "work-
ing to get it as precise as possible."
This spring the group will per-
form an entire operatic act, a feat that
Taylor feels will "give young people
an opportunity to really do it. It's the
difference between having a sirloin
and a cheeseburger from
McDonald's. They get to take a por-
tion of a role and add to it while learn-
ing how to pace themselves. Hope-
fully, it will be enjoyable and fun and
Mel Gibson's Latest Doesn't Payback the Ticket
blocks also on display. The wood
blocks make interesting artwork
themselves, adding the middle
phase, or missing link, of the
artist's progression.
The vast differences in manipu-
lation of the two media forced the
artists to cultivate new methods for
conveying their styles. Some tech-
niques usually employed by the
artists, such as painting over one
color with another, or physically
creating texture with thick appli-
cation of paint and other materials,
could not be used for their block
prints.
Richard Timperio's vibrantly
colored and highly textured paint-
ing contrasts with his black and
white print, but the circular, swirl-
ing shapes are prominent in both
works. The chaos in the composi-
tion of his painting is transformed
into clearly defined order in his
print, and tactile texture becomes
the illusion of texture.
The layering of black paint
over a colorful background in
Paulien Lethen-Schu ttevaer'.s
painting sometimes completely
blocking out the color beneath.
The print employs the same effect
of light peering through a black
cover, but the result is much more
severe in composition and in the
contrast between black and white.
Many of the pairs of paintings
and prints directly overlap in sub-
ject matter, but the images are re-
interpreted in new ways, colors,
sizes, and textures. Different as-
pects of the image are revealed by
each of the media. "Sleight of
Hand" is a remarkably inventive
exhibition that demonstrates what
can actually be gained in transla-
tion,
Mel Gibson ill Payback
bumps along the way, and he gets taken for a ride
by some thugs from The Outfit, but ultimately we
suspect all along that he'll come out the winner in
the end, And why wouldn't he? He's Mel Gibson,
too popular for audiences to accept him as a bad
guy who loses.
they'll learn something at the same
time."
Despite his early opposition to
teaching at the college-level, Taylor
is looking forward to working here
at Conn. The school and its location
between New York and Boston will
create a very successful program in
his opinion. Taylor has found a "dif-
ferent caliber student" here at Con-
necticut College- "in mind and tal-
ent." Taylor also adds, "I'm very im-
pressed by the musicality of the
young people here."
In the future, Taylor would like
to add to the program by increasing
the number of productions and per-
formances, thereby recruiting more
students and building the strength of
the students already involved.
Taylor is extremely pleased to be
a part of the program at Connecticut
College. As he comments, "Teach-
ing allows me to stay in contact with
what I do. It's a different perspec-
Jim Taylor
tive on my own work. This is my first
'big' college job; it's a brand new
experience," Although Taylor never
predicted being a teacher, he feels that
"being a teacher allows you to touch
people's lives in ways you never
would have thought possible."
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Block Print Exhibit:
A Study in Contrasts
associate A&E editor
[ was immediately wary of the tag line "Get
ready to root for the bad guy" because Mel Gibson
plays the supposed "bad guy." In this situation,
you have to ask your self. "Would the producers
risk making Mr. Gibson a true-to-form villain?"
The answer, of course, is no.
In Brian Helgeland's directorial debut Payback,
Gibson plays Porter, an anti-hero doing bad things
according to the law, but doing them to men who
are worse. The film opens with a montage of Por-
ter stealing someone's wallet, then running his
credit card bills into the sky. There's no question,
he's a regular baddie.
Porter is out to get back his half of the $140,000
he and his partner stole from an Asian gang. In a
flashback, we learn exactly how it was taken, which
automatically establishes Porter as the man to feel
sorry for. After all, he was left for dead by his
Actor and Singer Jim Taylor to Teach at Conn
F~££
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Padre, Miami, Cancun, JaImaca, Bahamas, etc.
Best Hotels, prices, parties. Browse .
www.icpt.com. Reps eam cash. free trips
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013
2
GETTHE HELL OUT HERE!
M,exlco, the Caribbean or Central
~meflca $199 roundtrip. Europe $169 One
BoaY·ktOkthetworldWtde destinations cheapo IC ets on line . .
(212) 219 _ 7000 . www.amech.com or
I~
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~4 Conn's Valentine's Day Fantasies
By EMILY EPSTEIN Dean Ferrari is going out to a romantic
dinner with his spouse this year, (ike many
other faculty members. He added, however,
that his most memorable gi fts from previous
years are unprintable. Professor Chrisler re-
ceived her favorite gift from her husband
when they were still in college. He went back
to a store without her and bought her a
Wedgewood necklace that she had admired.
When asked for his opinion on the most at-
tractive member of faculty, Dean Ferrari de-
clined to comment - after a bit of a pause.
Two students shared negative experiences
that deserve to be on Seventeen magazine's
page of embarrassing stories. When Doreen
Vaillancourt '99 was in high school, her boy-
friend walked her home from school while
they discussed their evening plans. Unfortu-
nately, she felt a little sick and then vomited
all over him, so he took her best friend to
dinner instead. Susan Morrison 'OJ sent her
boyfriend on an elaborate
scavenger hunt that ran
amuck. Although he was
mad at her because he got
lost, they can laugh about
it now.
An anonymous faculty
member's carefully plot-
ted gift was a little more
successful. His wife was
in Texas during the holiday, and when she
called his office to talk to him, the reception-
ist told her that he was in a long meeting.
After the wife gave up and got in the car to
go home, she was surprised and delighted to
find him in the backseat. This year, they are
both in the area and look forward to spend-
ing the evening together. Hopefully, every-
one who has a honey close by will be just as
appreciative. Happy Valentine's Day.
I~
staff writer
When I ~sked people what they wanted
forValentme s Day, I got a lot of blank stares
"Oh, that's sweet," some ofthem said. "YOt~
don't need to get me auything." When I as-
sured them that] was asking for journalistic
reasons, they still stared at me. Few knew
the answer.
However, there were Some more decisive
respondents. "A girl," one male said. "A
girlfriend," another clarified. "A girlfriend
weanng something that I can peel off," the
third elaborated. Anyone in particular?
"Emily Epstein," they replied. That answers
a little suspect, though, since I was the only
female in the room and I did pay them to
answer that way. Their female friend char-
acterist.ically said "You're all fools," adding
that she wanted a visit from her long-distance
boyfriend for Valentine's Day.
Other students had slightly more creative
answers. Maggs Burbridge '99 said that she
hates the holiday because it seems so forced
and sentimental. Nonetheless, if someone
insisted on buying her something, she would
want a guitar-toting, battery-operated teddy
bear from CVS. On a sappier note, Erik
Gammell '00 wants something from the heart
and Craig Dershowitz wants a meaningful
book. The staff at the Writing Center can't
think of anything more creative than roses.
but they specify large amounts of the long-
stemmed. red variety.
Like many other women, the English
Department's Happy Gaynor likes choco-
lates, but unlike those with a penchant for
the Swiss, she prefers the Irish kind. Chap-
lain Elaine also likes sweets, although she
requests a bottle of Jean Nate perfume this
year. An anonymous worker in the post of-
fice simply wants a valentine. Other students
also reminisced about the glitter-and-doily
hearts and Hallmark cards that they used to
get in grade school. The most seltless re-
spondent, Dining Service's Terry Potter, just
asks for world peace.
Fairfield un;U,",H,,:6heFI
Summcr'99 PI'ogl'1llltS
Florence, Italy-
1\1a)26 - JUIW 261.Inn(' 30 - .I"IY30
Wide llw'il'iy (!j'('·()uJ'St'S,{'W'll ti credits.
fE'lJ's al'ai/aM,'
Ilydcrabad, India- 1\1a)21- .I'lIRe '9
Internship ()ppor{llni~y. pf'l',1/~qi(}llSIndian
jiJ.ruity. {'X(·WIl.9 excursions. All-inclusive
pn'.9J'am. Burn 6 credits.
GC'rmany and Til!' Netherlands ~
May 30' dune '9
!l U'P(,k1 in ttouerdam, 1 IV('('/'; in MUnsler.
Ptu:ka,g(, includes sill' visits and (I(~rtrips
&IMl 6In/('1'Jlalionalljllsinp,~s credits.
St. l'('l(,l'shnrg, Ilussiu - June 6 - Jul)' 1
Enj()"yIIII'"Whik JV~r;hIS"o!swnm('/: . . ,
jJ,fm1;Y('ultUNi! f'IJl",ls and,quided lour,f. Excursion 10IJ.fo,,,cow.6credlls (wadable.
Emily's Valentine's Day Gift Suggestions:
What to give: ...
Philosophy's food-scented shampoos and body washes (in scents like
cinnamon buns and blueberry muffins)
Intercourses aphrodisical cookbook
Dessert at Bravo Bravo
. A loving telegram
A pillowcase with a silk-screened' picture of the two of you
A frog in a personally decorated fishbowl
A long walk in the arbo
A mix tape of romantic son as
A candy-and-chocolate-covered'apple
What not to glve: . ... "
Fredrick of Hollywood's flavored massa,ge Oils (in flavors like back alley
and "mechanics trousers")
The Wonderful World of Spam
Dessert at the Rainbow Room (at least if you're on a college student's
budget)
A telegram breaking up with your significant other
A pillowcase with a tie-dyed picture of the two of you
A dead frog in a personally decorated fishbowl
Pi. long walk off a short pier
A mix tape of GWAR songs
A poisoned apple
FREE RADIO
+ $1250!
'Fundnisu open to studenl
groups &.. organiza!iollS. Earn
$3-$5 per V;>BIMC app. W,
$upply all rnetenals a1 no cost.
Cau (or info or visit out website.
Qualified callers receive a F'kEE
Baby Boom Bolt.
1-800-932 -0528 x 65.
W\4'W.OCrT1COOCepIS.COR'i
Project Concern Performs Urban Dances
Bv GREG LEVIN of Project Concern. She attended the Pittsburgh
High School for the Creative and Performing Arts
and later went to receive a Bachelor of Arts de-
gree in Speech communications from Penn State
University and an M. Ed. from Cambridge Col-
lege.
staff writer
Last Friday evening in the 1962 room, more
calories were expended by the Project Concern
Dancers in one hour than all the crush parties of
this year held before then.
Project Concern, a dance performance group
from the Boston area, came into the room wearing
red athletic pants and white tee-shirts. To match
their urban outfits, the performance group brought
with them dance experience and a hip-hop style
that would compete with the flashiest of current
rap videos.
They came onto the fioor, dancing to various
hits, both current and old-school. The tunes played
included "Help the Children," "Fifth of
Beethoven" "Many Styles," "Chief Rocker,"
"East Side,~' "Planet Rock," "Please Join Us,"
"Going to be Funky," and "Finale."
They used explosive, powerful moves, often
jumping high through the air and .Iandlllg into a
split onto the tile floor. . A ~ew danng souls even
did flips. The synchronization of over 20 dancers
IS difficult to achieve, yet these young performers
attuned to each other quite well. Towards the end
of the performance, the dcll1c~rs~a.me into the au-
dience and picked out a few individuals to dance
with them on-stage.
The dance company ranges in age from six to
twenty-one years, although the average is fourteen
years. Activities bes~des hi~-hop dance p~rfor-
mance include dance instrucnon, cultural history
classes, prevention and self-esteem wor~s.h?ps,
fund-raising projects, and recreational acnvmes,
Currently, the performance group is on its sev-
enth "Black History College Tour." Other colleges
participating in the program include Bowdoin Co~-
lege, Trinity College, Dean College, and the UI1I-
versity of New Hampshire. A prtmary goal of the
tour is to introduce the students to the pOSSibilities
of higher education.
The director, Rondae Drafts, is also the founder
,
Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
School or COlltillui1lg Educatio1l
Pw'IiripauI", IY','e;m' Fai,ji,'!d Unif)(,l'sity umle"!Ir;atltw.te t'rf'dit,~.All p."Oflram costs
indude ('omp/tit trUl'f/ (md /orl,9inll parlUlges. For mOrt~inf(mnatwn about our
pro,gram., ('(tt! Chri:,IilU' flOWt,,.8, /)'tudyAblY/ad CoordilW.toJ; loIl{rec 888-1./i1-//566,
or e~m(lil h('" «I rhbotlwrs«l!ainjtti,jii:ld.edu,
//E::::::X:=::T=RA:::::::::I:::=:N:=:C:=:O::M~E;:=;F::;O~R~'9~9::::;'"
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes, For details - RUSH$1,00
with SASE to: GROUP FIVE
6547 N. Academy Blvd., Dept N
Cotorado Springs, CO 80918
--
f 5 - so c ,
I0O<PHIN BRAIN) IGOV"NMENT 6RAIN)
. They're smart. They're friendly.
They communicate. They cooperate.
The politicians are willing to kill them.
Th& dolphin', ~ donge' Again. Mo~ you were Ol'e p40Ming to allow do1phifl-deodly 111i"Qbod "'0 ritll! Us.,
~ !tJ@ 'TIiU-on~of ch ldrenwho, foogtlt 10 1fcke tunod~ whi"" f:Oflfinu'~ to CQ I I' do phjn~ohl'. YOlicon help
~ "fl-wfa W.oll 'houghl the bor'le wos ~ wh,n 'he stop thi5 sham tel me Se<:relory of Commerce or.d th.e
Oolphiry.'SohJ 1~Qq.tWQI i'1iTotluctld ,.. I V"91 We W8<"4' NflQ cO'T'ponj,u l!:;now wnOl you Ihl,'. 01 thit ,pion. TeU
w1"OT'9 {,,;tl(:lC'f;he gli'lO 0." fr•• ItOOIl' t'1'1l 9C'>w~"'.l"Ir, tham l>o kl'tl}p mill Do phin·SQl. IQbti "'oneil
t<O\"C<"~bll:''i11_D:l'eY, ~>.l,S Apa ~ol::on .".,.~. lA'!l$l'wQndCOfllflU.otI~'" NW. *.
...... Detl'l,I\\...II..wI, P.·lld~"::~ '1"'';hSN ~10ll0l .lI!lOEH<: ...... Orw UOOSo:l'l~ ... CAQ.l:Jl
M·, M!lt<·Qpb If ,,~t.llll!T~e..s,,::I!:Klli) 39'90''* P:J<:ld,Sono~ CA 91'11 _ ...M~
II' Ec!i<;h....,.frfo,deN 4CfO.S>:I ~f.:o:>:l~C)-,!f~~I'Io:~_~_ .. KVAIQ7 "loOoul.gC/l""
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Threatening E-Mail Received by Student
From: Bubba Smith <blackc***odeath@usa.net>
To: jpfri@conncoll.edu
Subject: the minscule size of your genitals
It's time for you to receive the meat! I've heard some rumours about you, and I think
you're right up my alley, or me up yours if you know what i mean.
And I trunk you do, JEw.
You're breath smells like POO.
I think you're a FOOL
You don't know how to use your TOOL
(So jump in the pool with a hundred pounds of lead strapped to your head)
You're a gold-brickin tight assed motherf*****. An accomplished sweaty
d***sucker, You're an embarressment to the Semitic Race, and that's a real
accomplishment. You're as queer as a three-dollar bill. You get your kicks
out of followin strange men into the woods and then watchina them with your little
magic stick hoping to cast your fairy dust over them and mak~ them your love slaves.
Since this didn't work your only recourse was to cry foul and at least get the pleasure
of watching them squirm, but there's a foul odor hear, and the only the s*** i smell is
from your backed up,ass, which is only getting worse with time. your s***s been
fossiliz,ed by.your pedantic unrelated rambling utterances. like this little note to you,
but unlike this note you excrete the diarhhea from your brain in a public forum, with
the little regard to the hopes of others. Your a pimple on the ass of progress, and it's
-yours truly
Bubba
continued from page J
is more like when people gel into arguments
... those are the terms because of society
how it is, those are the terms you use when
you are arguing. Half the time there's not
meaning behind those words. If green was
an offensive word, we would have used ... I
would have used that instead,"
"What Iam saying is that there is no po-
litical message here," explained Bass.
Goodwin expressed her severe disap-
proval for the message, stating, "I found the
letter totally unacceptable. Only having read
it, and not received it, Iam deeply offended
and [have zero tolerance for the anti-Semitic,
homophobic, racial, and threatening com-
ments that the leiter contained."
In general, Goodwin explained, "On any
harassment case, we are going to dot every
"i' and cross every '1.'"
Dean Ferrari was equally disturbed by the
e-mail. When asked ifhe believed the e-mail
contained "hate speech," Ferrari responded
affirmatively, "There is a reason why we have
the term hate speech. It's not just plain old
political discourse. It's threatening behav-
ior."
He continued, "Somebody makes a threat
like that, as an administrator, you're in a po-
sition to say, well, you know, they may just
mean that. 19-20 year-olds do rash things
sometimes, and do things unthinkingly, but
our job is to keep people safe here. If people
are going around making threats, Ibelieve it
is very hard to distinguish between who might
carry it out, and who won't. So, we have to
respond as if they would. And that's one of
. the worst kinds of offenses on a college cam-
pus," said Ferrari.
When asked how he thought this incident
reflected on Connecticut College, Ferrari ex-
plained, "I think we're fairly safe to realize
that this is the activity of a very small num-
ber of people."
Goodwin agreed, "What I find refresh-
ing is that Ido believe that if the majority of
people at Conn were to read this they would
find it equally disturbing."
College Affirmative Action Officer Judy
Kirrnmse found this incident particularly
troubling. Said Kirmmsee, "My first reac-
tion when I read this was that the person needs
help. This is not healthy."
Sanctions Could Include
Suspension or Expulsion
When asked if the content of the e-mail
could be against the law, Ferrari replied, "I'm
under the impression that this kind of thing
could easily violate federal law. But I say
that purely as a layman. I'm not a lawyer. I
haven't looked into this carefully yet, though
1 intend to."
"I will be talking to the College attorney
about this, just to get filled in on some of the
technical aspects of this," said Ferrari.
A sanction for this type of incident would
be "typically, a suspension or expulsion,"
explained Ferrari, "11could be as little as the
rest of the semester; it could include more
lime. 'nut's what you figure' out after you
ralk to people and are pretty convinced about
what your evidence is," said Ferrari.
Ferrari added that there have been no
similar incidents that could be used as a pre-
cedent. Explaining, "I've been Dean [of the
College] for four and a half years, [and] I
don't know of one [incident] of this magni-
tude. The closest thing was [racial, homopho-
bic} graffiti three or four years ago, but that's
a little bit different."
When asked what punishment Friedlander
believed the authors of the e-mail should re-
ceive, he responded, "I can't sit in judgment
of anybody. I think it is up to the administra-
tion to make sure that we can live in an envi-
ronment where we can think and learn freely.
A person like this jeopardizes that for every-
body."
Motivation Remains Unclear
As to how Friedlander was chosen as a
target for the e-mail, Bass indicates, HI was
going through the Connecticut College
Homepage ... looking for a syllabus for a
class. I couldn't find it and I ended up at the
student home pages and it just went on from
there."
Nonetheless, the motivation behind the e-
mail still remains unclear. Based upon the
line in the e-mail that suggested that Fried-
lander followed "strange men into the
woods," he initially believed that the e-mail
may have been sent by "a friend of the [rugby]
team." This September, the men's rugby team
was disbanded for three years due to a spring
hazing incident, which purportedly occurred
in the Arboretum, It has been alleged that
Friedlander followed the team into the woods
the night of the hazing.
Ferrari initially remarked, "If it were some
member of the rugby team, it would be too
bad because ironically the information that
came to LIS about the rugby team's hazing was
not from an individual."
A day later, Goodwin confirmed that Bass
was not on any official men's rugby team
roster. Additionally, Goodwin remarked, "At
this point, there is no information that leads
us to believe that this is related to any indi-
viduals on the rugby team,"
One member of the men's rugby team,
who asked that his name be withheld, indi-
cated that the content of the e-mail was "ab-
solutely not" representative of the spirit of
the rugby team. No one's condoning any sort
of reaction or negative response to Josh, That
shouldn't even be an issue. 1 mean, that's
never [been] intended; that's not condoned,"
explained the former team member.
Implications Unclear
With regard to the current issue of the e-
mail, Goodwin believes that "harassment and
threatening behavior need to be dealt with
severely. Not debated; dealt with."
As for Bass, he said he regretted sending
the e-mail "five minutes after I sent the stu-
pid thing."
Warns Bass, "People should think before
they do things. You know, a lot of times you
have consequences that you didn't think you
were going to face."
Kirmmse, however, sees broader impli-
cations, suggesting, "This is a warning sign
that we're not doing enough to create the right
campus environment."
WARNING:
Editor's Note: This e-mail contains objectionable con-
tent, The Voice reprints it here as it is essential to under-
standing the issues involved in this story,
time we squeezed, and flush you and your pathetic s'" down the toilet, hopeless
people like you make a society weak, and there's only room for the strong, so start
sucking on the big black c*** of death all night long. I know you want It, pull the
trigga, n****.
P.S.
I can't wait to hear from you, or perhaps at a bathhouse, and it looks like you dropped
your soap, time to pick it up, boy
Get free e-mail and a permanent address at hup:llwww.netaddress.comI?N-1
Joshua Friedlander; Co-Editor in Chief of The College Voice, did not participate in
all editorial capacity for this story.
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Call 442-9383THE PIZZA
DELIVERY
EXPERTS
For FREE
Delivery
Delivery Hours:
open every day for lunch at II :00 AM
Sunday - Thursday II :00 AM - Midnight
Friday & Saturday 11 :00 AM - 1:00AM
••
SUBMARINES
12" Sub & potato chips $5.85
Zzesty Italian: Zzesty seasoning, Ham, Salami,
Peperoni, Cheese, Onion
. .
Ham & Cheese: Ham, Cheese, Lettuce Tomato Onion
Oil & Vinegar " • '
Club Sub: Turkey, Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion, Oil & Vinegar
Philly Steak.: Philly Steak Blend, Zzesty Seasoninll"
Cheese
Zzesty Meatball: Zzesty Seasoning, Meatball, Pizza
Sauce, Cheese •
Vegi Sub: Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Green
Pepper, Mushroom, Oil & Vinager
Turkey & Cheese: Turkey, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato,
Onion
How You Like Pizza At Home
,
OTHER ITEMS
Garden Fresh Salad
Side and Full Size
PIZZA
12" Original or Thin Crust Pizza $5.29
12" Deep Dish Pizza $6.30
14" Original or Thin Crust Pizza $7Al
14" Deep Dish Pizza $6.30
16" Extra Large Original Pizza $9.54
Extra Toppings: 12" $1.00
14" $1.50
16" $2.00
Toppings Choices:
Pepperoni Bacon
Sausage Hot Pepper Rings
Ground Beef Onion
Ham Anchovies
Pineapple Green Peppers
Mushrooms Black Olives
Tomato Jalapeno Peppers
Buffalo Wings
Hot, Mild, & BBQ
Cheese Bread
Twisty Bread
r------- ~
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Saturday Super Deal
Large Cheese Pizza
only$5.00 +Tax
•
_ MINIMUM ORnER $5.00 • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS & FUNn RAISING PROMOTIONS
r--------- _--------I BEVERAGES 'i
: 1 Liter $1.42+tax I
I Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, I
: Ice Tea :
I I
I 2 Liter $1.99+tax I
I Coke & Sprite I~----_______ I--------_ ..
•
•
~•••••••••
""••,
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SPORTS
The Men's Hockey Team snapped Cl two game skid by defeating Wesleyan last Fridayfor the second time this season, 4-3. Senior forward Mike Flaherty
scored the game winner midway through the filial period. Junior goalie Eric Carmody came up big with 34 saves, and the team was able withstand a two
goal comeback by Wesleyan in the second period. The team has two regular season games remaining, next Friday and Saturday at Hamilton and Skidmore,
and is currently ranked tenth in the NCAA Division III East region pole.
7
m CALENDAR
Upcoming
sports
Men's Basketball
2/13 Hamilton 3:00 pm
2/19 @ Williams 7:30 pm
Women's Basketball
2113@lIamihol1 3:00
2/16 @Coast Guard 6:00
2/19 Williams 7:00 pm
Men' Ice Hockey
2/13 Babson 4:00 pill
2119@lIamill011 7:00 pm
Women's Ice Hockey
2/13Wesleyan 7:00 pm
2/14Trinity 3:00 prn
2/19 Bales 7:00 pm
Men's Indoor Track & Field
2/13 wesleyan Invitational 10:00
am
women's Indoor Trukc & Ficld
2/13Wesleyan Invitational 10:00
ilm
Men's Squush
2/13 Nnvy lnvitntional OJ BA
2/14 Navy lnvitational 3:00 pill
women's quash
((1,2/13Smith w/Bard TBA
2/19 Howe Cup ut Harvard
Womcn\ Swimming & Diving
2/19 New EnglundChampionship
Classified Ads ---
Summer Instructors
Spend the summer in Maine. Outstanding 8 week girls'
camp needs male and female instructors. Beautiful wooded,
lakefront location, Teaching positions available in tennis,
swim, land sports, all arts, gymnastics, rocks! ropes. water
sports, riding, dance, office, nanny, group leaders and more.
Excellent salary, room/ board, travel allowance. Tripp Lake
Camp, Poland, Maine
Call 800-997-4347
or 800-580-6999 www.tripplakecarnp.co.
Student Art Commission
I painting of Vermont rural scene
1poster with quotation
$50-75 Each.
For More Information Contact Mr. Wilson
at 449 -1508
I·
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Get Free
.' , ....
Sandwiches
We're On Campus
to Get You 0" Campus
College Center 01Crozier W~Garm • Con""cflcul Co lege
~~ A dtiJdj~Life' ...
. Ad Your oton.at
SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE
MASTER OF ARTS IN CIIII.I1I1I:VI'I.'1I'MENT
• !'h·l\IlC til \'t;lrk JI'''~II" wtrh clnldrcn in .1~·,lrh·l~(,f rlu-r iI't utn ,.n...l
I:Jw ..,lfllm,11~'I.mJ:.~ <It hi pm Ill' HI'tTl ·j".ml-t,tl ~lU,I)'rn r \'1hol'lt:~,
and rvl.ncd !id-l.!
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Where would you
like to be
on Spring-Break?
How about South Padre Island, Texas?Here's your
opportunity, Come on down to Daewoo of Fairfield .
Toke the test, dl1ve a new Daewoo, and see what
you think I While you're here, be sure to register to
win our Spring-Break trip for two to South Padre
Island. Whot's more. walk out with a Free 30-minute
telephone cord after you've taken the test drive,N~t~,a_'~l~
DAEWOQ.
'9Jiudto!lour
2269 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06430
800-766-4486
Doewoo Co~ and {joftWOO Korean Advlsol$ r'lot ellglbae_
L.1'l10M CordS 10<fulf.lIme c<llege '1vder11$ only, while :llJpply lam . JDrawing closesFebruary 27. 1999.i1
--------- -
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BARTENDING CLASS
TlPS NAT'L CERTIFICATION
$250.00 (both certifications)
WHEN: Wednesday, Feb. 24
TIME: 6 -9 prn / 5 consecutive Wednesdays
WHERE: New London Adult Ed.
CALL: (860) 437-2385
JOB PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE!
Do
Driving LawsWork?
It
Claremont
GItADUAH UIIII'HISITV
I
I
I
I
UNDERGRADUATE STUDY ABROAD
---- 0:. ----
GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
---<._--
ARGENTINA
CHILE
COSTA RICA
Fall, Spring or Full Yellr. Scholarship A"ailable.
rudy Abroad Information Sessiolll
Rcprcsenrauve: Carolyn Watson
Wed. February 17
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
Student Center
Information Table
Date.
Location:
In Foyer
For ful1htr information l;()flt8Cf the lnsutute 1'0, SIOOYAhtN1<l. Butler Um~111ty.
4600 5u,"", Avenue. Indlan.poll" IN46208, Tot,8001858·0229 fo" 311/9"10.910\
INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
" .
- , -
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CamelSports
Men's Basketball Takes #2 Spot in Nation!
Photos by Adam Larkey
.1'
IN BRIEF A Game of Wits
College Bowl Competition Highlights College Days '99
By LAURA STRONG Competition. There they will face
schools such as UR!, Harvard, andassociate news editor Cornell.
The minds of both students and While the girls are optimistic
administrators were put to the test in about beating URJ, Jackson notes that
the College Bowl, a game that is a as far as the other schools are con-
hybrid cross between Jeopardy and cemed, "It's a lark...we'll be taken the
Trivial Pursuit, one of the many least seriously of any team there," and
events held during College Days '99. that their goal is to "have a good
Seven student groups competed time." To preparethem for this com-
against each other in the battle to win petition, Pat St. Germaine, Associate
T-shirts, mouse pads and the oppor- Director of Alumni Relations, is plan-
tunity to face the Deans of Connect i- ning to hold a training session.
cut College in the next round. The Although College Bowl used to
winning student group was com- be a highly anticipated event on cam-
prised of Sarah "Jackson" Jackson, pus, in recent years, it has either not
Sarah "Mauphie" Munt, Tolonda been held or has not been as popular.
Henderson, Alanna Kennedy and Said Jackson, "It would be nice if it
Kate Conley. became a yearly thing."
Jackson explained that two types Other College Days events in-
of questions were asked during the eluded a night of poetry in Cro's Nest
game, toss-ups and bonus questions. with Elizabeth Thomas, Scott
The toss-ups are open for anyone, and Goetchius and Joan Seliger Sidney
whoever buzzes in can answer. If that who have been members of the Con-
person gives the correct response, the necticut National Slam Poetry team,
whole tearn can answerthe next ques- storyteller Derek Burrows, guitarist
tion. Dominic Gaudious and the Project
The girls were undefeated versus Concern Youth Dance Company
the other students and only lost one from Boston.
out of the three garnes played against Although the theme of College
the deans. No prizes were awarded Days was adversity, Scott McEver
for this round. noted that one of the goal of the week
Next, they will travel to the Uni- was to also "provide opportunities for
versity of Rhode lsi and on February us to relax and put to rest the troubles
20 for the regional College Bowl we each face in our lives,"
Right: Connecticut College administrators wage a losing battle against
CC students. ' PHOTO Bv:5ETH DAVIS
